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Be ready to face the World of Twelve with exclusive and powerful items!

*Be careful, this DLC pack can be activated only once per player account in WAKFU.

The Ogrest Anime Pack includes:
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The anime special episode: Ogrest
Every story has a beginning… For WAKFU, it all started when the World of Twelve got drowned in the tears of a despaired

ogre. Nowadays, Ogrest has a become a terrible legend and the Ultimate quest for the adventurers of WAKFU. But if you knew
how it all started...

On a faraway island, Otomai carries out yet another magical experiment... which fails! Well, it’s not a complete failure, as it
produces Ogrest, a very special baby! Boasting incredible strength and an equally huge appetite, this little ogre will learn very

quickly that he is different from other children. Wandering alone one day, he meets Dathura, a Sadida doll, and it’s love at first
sight! Unfortunately, his new love falls victim to an evil that plunges her into a deep sleep. Listening only to his heart, Ogrest

sets off on a search for an antidote!

60 days of Booster Adventure:
- +30% XP at the end of fights and quests

- +10% chance of getting more items at the end of fights
- +30% of Kamas at the end of each fight

- Be the first to access new content
- Your secondary characters gain experience faster

- Fill your life gauge with one click
- Vote during the elections for governor of your country

This Booster Pack will only be valid for characters on the server you chose at the time of activating the code.

Little Ogrest Haven Bag Kit:
 Each player has a personal, portable home called a Haven Bag. They can decorate it as they like, invite friends inside and sell

items from its shelves.. Players can also plant, grow and harvest all WAKFU’s plant species inside their Haven Bag.

Revival Costume:
An outfit to put spring in your step!

Sadida bedroom set
-10 decoration items based on the Sadida class.

How to redeem:
To get all the content of your Ogrest Anime Pack once you’ve purchased it with your Steam Wallet:

- Enter your 15 characters code on the WAKFU website! www.wakfu.com
- Once you have entered your code, select the server on which you want to credit the Booster days. IMPORTANT: if you do not

choose a server, you won’t get anything. The code remains valid until you choose your server.
- Then, you just have to confirm at the bottom of the redeem page.

- Your Ogrines will be automatically credited to your account, the Booster days to your server and you can collect all yours
items directly ingame in the Gift Interface.
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Title: WAKFU - Ogrest Anime Pack
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Ankama Studio
Publisher:
Ankama Games
Release Date: 12 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 or higher

Processor: Pentium IV 2.8 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 4Ti or equivalent

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1500 MB available space

Additional Notes: OpenGL 1.3

English,French,German
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Opened game
Got every achievement by opening the game

11\/10
. The game is simple and essential, but that's indeed the reason it catches the most fundamental core of the RPG genre: choices
are all that matter. With just six stats for your character, which never get in your way obtrusively, thus increasing the immersion
of the player, the game manages a good set of events and their consequences. I find this game a beautiful example of role-
playing at its essential, akin to those playing books of old. The story is short, but intense, the only defect of the game being the
authors having been perhaps content with exploring in depth the royal branch of the story.. I have to say i really like the game.
It's like hearthstone but you get to move the minions around the field and strategies way moore. I like the graphics and i like the
whole concept of the game. There is only a couple of things, it's seems like if the other player gets ahead with something like 10
points it's really hard to comeback so the game is basically over at that point. Also it needs more cards, and i do hope they will
add some as free DLC or something.. Start by building an office then drop 4 workers at their desks. A plant and a soda pop
machine will keep them happy. Plop down an elevator when you're ready to build higher.

Now it's time for you to act like a BOSS! Sit back in your chair and say things like "Let's go people, I wanna hear some typing
going on. Let's make some noise! Isn't Frank back from lunch yet? We can't make no money if you people ain't at your desks!
Do you know how much money this company had when you all came in here this morning? Minus 27 dollars! MINUS! Do you
know how much money that plant cost that you all like to look at all day? $1800 dollars. That's right. This is what we're working
for, people. So let's see some enthusiasm here.

Janet, I'll need that report on my desk before you go on your little smoke break. And listen up everybody - the soda pop
machines are for everybody, but I don't want you people congregating around them all day. Can you guys downstairs hear me? I
can't be everywhere at once, so I wanna see some productivity outta you guys down there. George, I'm only seeing single digit
numbers flying out of you, let's shape it up there buddy.

I don't think you people realize just how close we are to declaring bankruptcy. I have a button - it's an actual Bankruptcy Button.
I could push it at any time and put you all out on the street without a job. Karen, put the soda pop down and get back to your
desk. Okay people let's go! Let's make today the day we do one hundred and twelve percent!". she packed my bags last night,
pre♥♥♥♥. Pretty good for it's price, the music and retro look are quite nice, also the game opening and exit are really cool.
The game itself was a bit confusing at first, and involved quite a bit of trial and error to figure out what eveything does, it's a
cool concept for a puzzle and it requires using your brain a bit (which i failed at).

If you have a dollar to spare and need to entertain yourself for ~1hr then this is for you.

PD: Funny how you advertised your game on the \ud83c\udfa7\u2605\u2605 Synthwave - Retrowave - Retro Electro
Livestream \u2605\u2605\ud83c\udfa7 lol, guess it worked. gotta get your target audience somehow.
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It's really a shame, this game had potential but the way it was executed ruined it. The game was more frustrating than fun and
the reason being:

 - grinding excessively

- crafting new weapons and building your base to the max could of been fun if it was easier to find specific items and not just
have things randomly drop from enemies or chest\/breakable object.

- The map rearranges itself everytime you die or quit the game.

- This game needed a simple castlevania back dash to avoid enemy attack but instead your given a foward dash which only helps
you progress faster through the room.

- most of the main and side mission were about finding items, certain mssion also required me to find blueprints and upgrade.

- Certain doors\/shaft are locked which require a key to open them but if you die the map rearranges itself, forcing you to find
the key again.

Its been a awhile since I encounter a game that truly\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me off, I should of
stopped playing after 2 hours but I gave it too much of a chance.. A few hours into the game and so far I am mostly pleased.
Plenty of variety of charcters with individual traits, strengths and weaknesses give this game good replay appeal. I like that you
can cutomize your main character by name, gender & even sexual orientation plus you can comprise your party with just about
any combination you like.

Not much backstory at the start but it develops quickly and is interesting enough. Decent RPG elements, music and pop culture
references keep it lively. Sometimes the narration can be a bit wooden but other than that I am looking forward to exploring this
game more.. Fun. Interesting. Challening. Frustrating. Satisfying. Everything you'd want in a puzzle game. ;)

No tutorial, but you learn as you go.. This game features an interesting mechanic which requires you to place robots in an effort
to mine peaches. The robots will extend each other\u2019s range and help each other much in the same friends would if I had
any. By playing this game I hope to make a friend and then use them to mine resources for me.

All in all a fun little game, would recommend.. A fun, quick game! Not much to it, which isn't bad, but not for those who are
looking for a lengthy game. Very nice background scenes going on throughout the game as well! :D. A game that is fun to play
and also a guide how to talk to not only to women but also to people that want to have friends. I had a lot of fun in this game and
I also taught something new about how to interact with women.
I would recommend this game to someone who wants a "girl of his life" or simply to someone who wants to have just fun
because some choises in the game are very funny.. Cute, fun old school platformer.. Book 2 of 3. Please send help, this book is
terrible.
Similar mechanics to Book 1, but this time the story is tedious at best, and non-existent at worst. The whole story (and this isn't a
spoiler DW) is set around a reality TV show, and the characters act completely contrary to rationality, and don't follow any
character development from the previous book.

This is A BOOK, similar to the old R.L. Stine pick-a-choice books.
If discounted, get it only so you can progress to Book 3.. One of the best webseries I ever saw.. Shoe Throwing Simulator 2
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